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??Network Management System: NMS???????????????????
??????????????????????????????NMS??SNMP
?Simple Network Management Protocol???????????????????
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?Active Information Resource-Based Network Management System: AIR-NMS?
?????????


















































































































































































? 3.5?? 3.6?? 3.7??K-AIR?????????????Ksc?Kcd?Kcm
???????????????XML?Extensible Markup Language?????


























































Web service Mail service









































? 3.1: ? ICT????????????
Number of Management Knowledge
Ksc Kcd Kcm
Web service 2 11 11
DB service 1 5 5
Storage service 1 4 4
SIP service 1 6 6
Mail service 3 13 13















































































































































?? ICT???? i?????????????Ksc???? nsci?Kcd???




















?????? 1???????????? 3.1???????? ICT?????





























Nk = 18k (3.3)
N 0k = 2k + 16 (3.4)






























































































































































???? t?????????? ??????????????????? n?
????????????????????? ??? T ???????? t+ 1
??????????????????? n0?????? 4.2????????
???????????????????
n0 = +   n
n =   n+ T  n
(4.1)
??????? t?????????????W ??
W (n! n+ 1) = +   n (4.2)
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? 4? ??????????????????????????
λ :  arrived data
n :  processed data at time t
n’ :  data to be processed at time t+1
ρ :  reprocessing ratio of data
T :  throughput


















W (n! n  1) =   n+ T  n (4.3)
????????????
?????? t?????????????????n????????P (n; t)
????????????????????





=  [(+   n) + (  n+ T  n)]  P (n; t)
+[+   (n  1)]  P (n  1; t)
+[(n+ 1)  (+ T )]  P (n+ 1; t)
(4.4)
?4.4???????? 1?????? t??????? n???? n+1????
? n  1?????????????????????????? (+   n)??
???????? (  n+ T  n)??????????? 2??? 3??????
??? n+ 1??? n  1???? n????????????????
??????????????????????????????N????




P (x; t) =  [+   x+ (+ T )]  P (x; t)
+[+   (x  ")]  P (x  "; t)
+[(x+ ")  (+ T )]  P (x+ "; t)
(4.5)




 (x  x0) (4.6)
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 (p"  )m  @
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@xm0
[(+ T )  x0  P (; t)]
#
(4.10)


































 [(+   x0) + (+ T )  x0]  @
2
@2
P (; t) +
@
@x0
(T  x0)  @
@
[  P (; t)] (4.11)
???????? x???? ?????? Fokker-Plank?????????
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@t











[P (; t)] (4.12)
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? 4? ??????????????????????????
????4.10???????"  12 ????n = 1?m = 0????
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T  x0    = 0 (4.20)
2 =







































x0 :  steady state of activity factor
σξ
2 :  variance of fluctuation of x0
T :  throughput
Tx0 :  amount of processed data 










If  x0 = xp then
T·x0  is equal to µ  and 
∂(T·x0) / ∂x0 = 0.
Hence,
σξ



















































??????????????????????????? t???? transfer rate
??????? var(t)??????T ?????????
1. ?? t???? transfer rate??? vt???? fluc(t)?????????
?????? fluc0(t)????


























?????????? T = 1?????????????????????














??????????????????? x0 = xp????????transfer
rate????????????????????????????????
??x0 > xp??????????? transfer rate???????? x0 < xp
??????? 0??????????????
3. ?? 3-3??? 3-2?????????????????????????
???transfer rate????????????????? 4.3???????
?????????????????????????? x0 > xp????























?????? 4.5?? 4.6?? 4.7????? 4.5?????????????
????????????????? 4.6?????? transfer rate??????
??? 4.7? transfer rate???????????









? 4.5: ???????? 3-1?
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? 4? ??????????????????????????
? 4.6: transfer rate??????? 3-1?














?????? 4.8?? 4.9?? 4.10????? 4.8?????????????
????????????????? 4.9? transfer rate????????? 4.10
? transfer rate???????????
? 4.9???0s{1799s???????? 3-2??????? 175Kbyte/sec??
? transfer rate????????????????????????16????
??????? 1800{2099s??????? transfer fate???????????
















? 4.8: ???????? 3-2?
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? 4? ??????????????????????????
? 4.9: transfer rate??????? 3-2?

















?????? 4.11?? 4.12?? 4.13????? 4.11???????????
??????????????????? 4.12? transfer rate????????
? 4.13? transfer rate???????????
? 4.1: ?????????????????????? 3-3?



























? 4.11: ???????? 3-3?
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? 4? ??????????????????????????
? 4.12: transfer rate??????? 3-3?





?????? 3-1????????????????????????x0 < xp?
??????????? transfer rate???????? 0??????????
???????? 3-2???????????????????????????
???????? x0 = xp???? transfer rate??????????????
???????????????????? x0 > xp????????????
???? 0????????????????????? 3-3?????????
????????????????????????????????????



















??????? fvar(0); var(1); : : : ; var(p  1); var(p)g???????
 ??????????????????????????????????
??? dp??dp  var(p)  var(p  1)???????
 H(H > 0)??? C(C > 0)?????????????????????
???????????????????
 W (W > 0)?????????????????????????????
?????
 Sp???? p   1??????????????????????????
????????????????????????????
 ?????????????p = 0?d0  0?St  0( W + 1  t  0)??
???????????????????????????
 if dp  0
then Sp  0
elsef
ifdp 1  0 and var(p  1)  H
thenfSp  1
if Sum(Sp W+1; : : : ; Sp)  C then \Generate Alarm"
g










?????? 4.14?? 4.15?? 4.16????? 4.14???????????
??????????????????? 4.15? transfer rate????????
? 4.16? transfer rate????????????????????



























? 4.14: ???????? 4-1?
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? 4? ??????????????????????????
? 4.15: transfer rate??????? 4-1?















??????? fvar(0); var(1); : : : ; var(p  1); var(p)g???????
 ??????????????????????????????????
??? dp??dp  var(p)  var(p  1)???????
 ?? p??????????????????????????









 W (W > 0)?????????????????????????????
?????
 U(U > 0)?????????????????????????????
????
 Sp???? p   1??????????????????????????
????????????????????????????
 ?????????????p = 0?d0  0?alarm log = []?req(t)  
0( W + 1  t  0)?St  0( W + 1  t  0)?????????????
???????????????????????
 if dp  0
then Sp  0
elsef
ifdp 1  0 and var(p  1)  H
thenfSp  1
if Sum(Sp W+1; : : : ; Sp)  C
then \Generate Alarm (SCALE-UP)"; Append(alarm log,req(p))
g
else Sp  0g
g
if Length(alarm log) > 0
thenf
if req(p)  U  alarm log[ 1] and Sum(Sp W+1; : : : ; Sp) = 0




? 4.2: ?????????????????????? 4-2?






















?????? 4.17?? 4.18?? 4.19?? 4.20????? 4.17???????
??????????????????????? 4.18? transfer rate?????






























? 4.17: ???????? 4-2?
? 4.18: transfer rate??????? 4-2?
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? 4? ??????????????????????????
? 4.19: transfer rate?????????? 4-2?
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